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602815 Sailor jacket

A slim-fit iteration of the iconic 

Sailor jacket. Crafted from 

recycled nylon, it features a 

fleece lining and ribbed trims 

for a snug fit.

The Sailor jacket remains the North Sails' iconic piece and a modern man's 

must-have. Conveniently equipped with a stand collar, zipped front pockets 

and ribbed trims, this slim-fit iteration is crafted from recycled nylon with a 

waterproof Teflon coating and lined with soft fleece for exceptional warmth 

and comfort. Complete with ribbed trims for a close fit.

- Slim fit

- Stand collar, zipped front pockets and two-way zip fastening for full functionality

- Inner pocket for storing small essentials

- Made from recycled nylon with waterproof Teflon coating

- Lined with soft, insulating fleece

- Ribbed trims define the silhouette and ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest

Waterproof 

fabric

602818 Sailor parka

A seasonal, parka version of 

the signature Sailor silhouette. 

It's crafted from supremely 

durable, recycled nylon with a 

waterproof Teflon coating.

Fusing heritage inspiration with contemporary appeal – the Sailor parka is sure 

to slot seamlessly into the modern man's winter wardrobe. The streamlined 

silhouette is crafted from recycled nylon with a waterproof coating and filled 

with lightweight padding, so it will keep you dry and warm. It's also 

conveniently equipped with a contrast-coloured quilted lining, a roomy hood, 

practical flap pockets and a concealed front fastening, as well as cosy ribbed 

trims and an adjustable drawstring waist for a personalised fit.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, flap pockets and two-way zip fastening concealed by a snap-button 

placket for comfort and practicality

- Patch pocket on the sleeve adds a utilitarian touch 

- Made from recycled nylon with waterproof Teflon coating

- Cotton-wool padding adds extra warmth

- Elasticated ribbed trims ensure extra protection from the elements

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Waterproof 

fabric

602820 Sailor jacket

A regular-fit iteration of the 

iconic Sailor jacket. It's crafted 

from recycled nylon and 

features a quilted lining in a 

contrasting hue and ribbed 

trims for a snug fit.

Fusing practicality, sustainability and style – the Sailor jacket is an undisputed 

North Sails icon. Made from recycled nylon that's breathable and waterproof, 

the regular-fit silhouette features a generous yet lightweight padding, a quilted 

lining in a contrasting hue and ribbed trims for warmth. A two-way zip 

fastening, zipped front pockets and a practical inner pocket round off this easy-

to-wear wardrobe staple.

- Regular fit

- Stand collar, zipped front pockets and two-way zip fastening for full functionality 

- Inner pocket for storing small essentials

- Made from breathable and waterproof recycled nylon

- Quilted and padded for extra warmth

- Ribbed trims define the silhouette and ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest

In recycled 

nylon

602821 Cardiff parka

The iconic Cardiff parka 

reimagined in a waterproof 

blend of cotton and nylon. It 

features a roomy hood, 

lightweight padding and Lycra-

infused elasticated trims.

A cult classic designed to complete your urban wardrobe – this seasonal 

iteration of the Cardiff parka is crafted from a waterproof blend of cotton and 

nylon. It features a protective hood, hand-warmer pockets and roomy patch 

pockets with flaps for hands-free convenience. The concealed drawstring waist 

can be easily adjusted for a personalised fit, while the Lycra-infused elasticated 

trims help retain warmth by fitting snugly around your wrists.

- Regular fit 

- Protective hood, hand-warmer pockets and roomy patch pockets with flaps

- Internal drawstring at the waist can be adjusted for a personalised fit 

- Made from a waterproof blend of cotton and nylon

- Cotton-wool padding and elasticated trims help retain warmth

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

In cotton-nylon 

blend

602824
Stavanger 4s 

jacket

Lightweight yet highly 

insulating, the Stavanger 4s 

jacket is crafted from a four-

way stretch fabric, filled with 

recycled padding and finished 

with horizontal quilting.

A lightweight piece for in-between seasons. The Stavanger 4s jacket combines 

a classic silhouette with a host of functional details: from the stand collar and 

front zip fastening to roomy front pockets and Lycra-infused elasticated trims. 

It's crafted from an innovative four-way stretch fabric with a waterproof 

coating and filled with recycled padding that proves the brand's commitment 

to repurposing and reusing materials.

- Regular fit 

- Stand collar, front zip fastening and zipped pockets ensure maximum functionality 

- Innovative four-way stretch fabric with a waterproof coating

- Recycled padding 

- Lycra-infused elasticated trims keep the chill out

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Four-way 

stretch fabric



602827 Skye 2 vest

Skye 2 vest crafted from 

recycled ripstop polyester with 

a water-repellent coating and 

filled with Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic 

bottles.

The perfect transitional piece and a reliable base layer during the colder 

months – this Skye 2 vest features a stand collar and spacious front pockets 

that will keep your hands warm. Crafted from recycled ripstop polyester with a 

water-repellent coating, it's also generously filled with Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic bottles. The logo-detailed elasticated trims keep 

the shape intact, while the front zip fastening, accented with the "North Sails 

go beyond" slogan, adds a signature finish.

- Regular fit 

- Stand collar, practical pockets and logo-detailed zip fastening help enhance 

performance and comfort 

- Made from ripstop fabric with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Ribbed trims for a snug finish

- Logo patch on the chest

With Repreve 

padding

602828
Skye 2 bomber 

jacket

Skye 2 bomber jacket crafted 

from recycled ripstop polyester 

with a water-repellent coating 

and filled with Repreve 

padding – made from recycled 

plastic bottles.

The perfect transitional piece and a reliable base layer during the colder 

months – this Skye 2 vest features a stand collar and spacious front pockets 

that will keep your hands warm. Crafted from recycled ripstop polyester with a 

water-repellent coating, it's also generously filled with Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic bottles. The logo-detailed elasticated trims keep 

the shape intact, while the front zip fastening, accented with the "North Sails 

go beyond" slogan, adds a signature finish.

- Regular fit 

- Stand collar, practical pockets and logo-detailed zip fastening help enhance 

performance and comfort 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve 

padding

602829
Skye 2 hooded 

bomber jacket

Skye 2 hooded bomber jacket 

crafted from recycled ripstop 

polyester with a water-

repellent coating and filled 

with Repreve padding – made 

from recycled plastic bottles.

The perfect transitional piece and a reliable base layer during the colder 

months – this Skye 2 hooded bomber jacket is crafted from recycled ripstop 

polyester with a water-repellent coating and generously filled with Repreve 

padding – made from recycled plastic bottles. The logo-detailed elasticated 

trims keep the shape intact, while the front zip fastening, accented with the 

"North Sails go beyond" slogan, adds a signature finish.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, practical pockets and logo-detailed zip fastening 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve 

padding

602831
Hobart bomber 

jacket

Hobart bomber jacket in 

breathable and water-

repellent, recycled softshell 

fabric. Recycled nylon lining 

printed with the brand's 

signature NS - 57 motif.

A fully functional design with contemporary appeal – the Hobart bomber 

jacket is crafted from recycled softshell fabric with a breathable, water-

repellent texture. The streamlined silhouette is filled with generous yet 

lightweight padding and equipped with a two-way zip fastening and logo-

detailed elasticated trims for added warmth and comfort. Notice the recycled 

nylon lining printed with the brand's iconic NS - 57 motif, which celebrates the 

year when the brand was founded.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, hand-warmer pockets, patch pockets and two-way zip fastening for full 

functionality 

- Lightweight softshell fabric with a breathable and water-repellent texture

- Cotton-wool padding and printed, recycled nylon lining

- Lycra-infused elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

In recycled 

softshell



602832 Varberg parka

Varberg parka in breathable 

and water-repellent, recycled 

softshell fabric. Recycled nylon 

lining printed with the brand's 

signature NS - 57 motif.

Fusing heritage inspiration with contemporary appeal, the Varberg parka is a 

North Sails staple and a building block of a functional wardrobe. The regular-fit 

silhouette is crafted from recycled softshell fabric with a breathable, water-

repellent texture and filled with generous yet lightweight padding for warmth. 

A host of practical pockets, a concealed two-way zip fastening and adjustable 

cuffs round off this fail-safe winter option. Notice the recycled nylon lining 

printed with the brand's iconic NS - 57 motif, which celebrates the year when 

the brand was founded.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, flap pockets and two-way zip fastening concealed by a snap-button 

placket for comfort and practicality

- Lightweight softshell fabric with a breathable and water-repellent texture

- Cotton-wool padding and printed, recycled nylon lining

- Adjustable cuffs keep the chill out

- Additional zipped pocket on the chest

- Logo patch on the sleeve

In recycled 

softshell

602833
Perth bomber 

jacket

Perth bomber jacket crafted 

from a mix of nylon and 

polyester with a water-

repellent coating and filled 

with Repreve padding – made 

from recycled plastic bottles.

A versatile silhouette that's packed with performance-driven details – the 

Perth bomber jacket is a reliable choice for any occasion. Crafted from a mix of 

nylon and polyester with a water-repellent coating, it's lined with recycled 

nylon for comfort and filled with Repreve padding made from recycled plastic 

bottles. It's also conveniently equipped with a host of utility-inspired pockets, 

a drawstring hood and an adjustable drawstring hem.

- Regular fit 

- Drawstring hood, multiple pockets and front zip fastening for comfort and practicality 

- Made from a mix of nylon and polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Drawstring hood and adjustable drawstring hem

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve 

padding

602836
Montevideo 

parka

Montevideo parka crafted from 

recycled ripstop polyester with 

a water-repellent coating and 

filled with Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic 

bottles.

With its versatile silhouette and performance-driven details, the Montevideo 

parka is the perfect choice for every outdoor adventure. It's crafted from 

recycled ripstop polyester, lined with recycled nylon for comfort and filled with 

Repreve padding made from recycled plastic bottles. A removable drawstring 

hood, hand-warmer pockets and maxi patch pockets round off this reliable 

wardrobe staple. The inner label illustrates the sustainable features of this 

garment.

- Regular fit 

- Removable hood, multiple pockets and two-way zip fastening concealed by a snap-

button placket ensure comfort and practicality 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Drawstring hood and adjustable drawstring hem

- Adjustable cuffs keep the chill out

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve 

padding

602837
Valparaiso 

bomber jacket

Valparaiso bomber jacket 

crafted from recycled ripstop 

polyester with a water-

repellent finish and filled with 

Repreve padding – made from 

recycled plastic bottles.

Style and sustainability meet in the Valparaiso bomber jacket – the perfect 

example of the North Sails' aesthetic. Crafted from recycled ripstop polyester 

with a water-repellent coating and quilted in a graphic striped pattern, it's also 

lined with recycled nylon for comfort and filled with Repreve padding made 

from recycled plastic bottles. A removable drawstring hood, adjustable cuffs 

and a two-way zip fastening round off this reliable wardrobe staple. The inner 

label illustrates the sustainable features of this garment.

- Regular fit 

- Removable hood, practical pockets and concealed two-way zip fastening ensure 

comfort and practicality

- Made from ripstop fabric with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Drawstring hood and adjustable drawstring hem

- Adjustable cuffs keep the chill out

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve 

padding



602838 Comodoro vest

Comodoro vest crafted from 

recycled ripstop polyester with 

a water-repellent finish and 

filled with Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic 

bottles.

A superior choice for the transitional season – this Comoro vest features a 

stand collar and practical front pockets that will keep your hands warm. 

Crafted from recycled ripstop polyester with a water-repellent coating, it's also 

generously filled with Repreve padding made from recycled plastic bottles. The 

inner label illustrates the sustainable features of this garment.

- Regular fit 

- Stand collar, practical front pockets and zip concealed by a snap-button placket for 

comfort and practicality 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Inner label showcases the sustainable features of this garment, logo patch on the 

chest

With Repreve 

padding

602842 Reykjavic jacket

Reykjavic jacket crafted from a 

reflective iridescent fabric and 

filled with Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic 

bottles.

Exploring the indiscernible links between technology, design and sustainability 

– the Reykjavic jacket is a perfect example of the brand's impactful aesthetic. 

Crafted from a reflective iridescent fabric and quilted in a graphic striped 

pattern, it's also lined with recycled nylon for comfort and filled with Repreve 

padding made from recycled plastic bottles. A roomy drawstring hood, 

elasticated ribbed cuffs and a two-way zip fastening round off this modern 

wardrobe mainstay.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, practical pockets and concealed two-way zip fastening ensure comfort 

and practicality 

- Reflective iridescent fabric

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Drawstring hood and adjustable drawstring hem

- Elasticated ribbed cuffs ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Iridescent fabric

602844 Denison 2L jacket

Denison 2L jacket with a 

double-layer construction that 

combines the GORE-TEX 

INFINIUM™ fabric with 

recycled polyester that's 

breathable, water-repellent 

and windproof. It features heat-

welded seams and a 

waterproof zip fastening.

A supremely practical piece packed with performance-driven details – the 

Denison jacket is the perfect companion during colder months. All thanks to its 

double-layer construction that combines the GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ fabric with 

recycled polyester that's breathable, water-repellent and windproof. Filled 

with recycled and biodegradable PrimaLoft® Bio™ padding, it's also 

conveniently equipped with a drawstring hood and hem, Lycra-infused 

elasticated cuffs and heat-welded seams for maximum protection from the 

elements.

- Regular fit 

- Drawstring hood, practical pockets and waterproof zip fastening for maximum 

practicality

- Double-layer construction that combines the GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ fabric with 

recycled polyester that's breathable, water-repellent and windproof for maximum 

weather protection 

- Filled with 100% recycled and biodegradable PrimaLoft® Bio™ padding

- Lycra-infused elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Heat-welded seams ensure extra weather protection

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Bonded fabric

602847
Rosselet bomber 

jacket

Rosselet bomber jacket crafted 

from recycled polyester with a 

water-repellent coating and 

filled with Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic 

bottles.

With its graphic design and modern appeal, the Rosselet bomber jacket 

captures the brand's signature aesthetic. It's crafted from recycled ripstop 

polyester with a marble-effect surface and a water-repellent finish for extra 

weather protection. Generously filled with Repreve padding – made from 

recycled plastic bottles – it comes complete with logo-detailed elasticated 

trims, a contrast-coloured yoke and hood, as well as the label's bold lettering 

printed along the sleeves. The inner label illustrates the sustainable features of 

this garment.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, zip fastening and practical pockets 

- Recycled polyester with water-repellent coating

- Specially treated to achieve a marble-effect texture

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Inner label showcases the sustainable features of this garment, logo patch on the 

sleeve

With Repreve 

padding



602878 Dalvik jacket

Dalvik jacket crafted from 

ripstop fabric with an 

iridescent foil-printed motif 

inspired by the magnificent 

beauty of frozen ocean waters.

With its contemporary appeal, graphic details and a host of functional features 

– the Dalvik jacket is a modern must-have. Crafted from ripstop fabric with an 

iridescent foil-printed motif inspired by the magnificent beauty of frozen 

ocean waters, it's also generously filled with Repreve padding – made from 

recycled plastic bottles. A roomy hood, a waterproof zip fastening and 

adjustable drawstring trims round off this reliable winter wardrobe staple.

- Regular fit 

- Drawstring hood, practical pockets and waterproof zip fastening for maximum 

practicality 

- Ripstop fabric with an iridescent foil-printed motif

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Elasticated cuffs keep the chill out

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Printed ripstop

602880
Marambio 

bomber jacket

Crafted entirely from recycled 

materials, the Marambio 

bomber jacket combines a 

layer of nylon obtained from 

discarded boat fenders with 

warm padding made from 

recycled PET bottles.

With sustainability being a major focus for North Sails, the Marambio bomber 

jacket proves the brand's commitment to repurposing and reusing materials. 

The water-repellent outer is crafted from nylon obtained from discarded boat 

fenders, while the generous padding is made from recycled PET bottles. 

Complete with a recycled nylon lining, it's also conveniently equipped with a 

host of utility-inspired pockets, a drawstring hood and an adjustable 

drawstring hem.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, front pockets and zip fastening ensure comfort and practicality 

- Water-repellent outer is crafted from nylon obtained from discarded boat fenders

- Padding made from recycled PET bottles

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Drawstring hood and adjustable drawstring hem

- Logo patch on the sleeve

In recycled 

nylon

602883 Devonport parka

Devonport parka in garment-

dyed nylon with a water-

repellent coating, filled with 

recycled padding. It features a 

hood, maxi pockets and a 

drawstring hem.

A cold-weather staple designed with an active lifestyle in mind – the 

Devonport parka is crafted from water-repellent nylon that's quilted in a 

graphic striped pattern and generously filled with recycled padding for 

warmth. The garment-dyed process creates a unique tonality of the zipper, 

making each piece one-of-a-kind.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, multiple pockets and concealed two-way zip fastening ensure comfort 

and practicality 

- Water-repellent nylon

- Recycled padding adds extra warmth

- Drawstring hem can be adjusted for a personalised fit

- Elasticated ribbed cuffs keep the chill out

- Garment-dyed process creates a unique tonality of the zipper, making each piece one-

of-a-kind

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Garment-dyed

602886 Yelcho jacket

Yelcho jacket in recycled 

polyester printed with a 

dynamic all-over motif and 

filled with Repreve padding – 

made from recycled plastic 

bottles.

With its captivating colour combination and performance-driven details, the 

Yelcho jacket offers a modern take on a winter wardrobe staple. The 

streamlined silhouette features a drawstring hood, snap-fastening pockets and 

a two-way zip closure to adjust the coverage. Crafted from recycled nylon with 

a water-repellent coating and printed with a dynamic all-over motif, it's also 

generously filled with Repreve padding made from recycled plastic bottles. 

Complete with elasticated trims for a snug fit.

- Regular fit 

- Drawstring hood, practical pockets and two-way zip fastening for comfort and 

practicality 

- Recycled polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Drawstring hem can be adjusted for a personalised fit

- Elasticated cuffs ensure a snug fit around your wrists

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve 

padding



602888 Admiral 2L jacket

Admiral 2L jacket made from 

breathable and waterproof, 

recycled polyester and filled 

with Repreve padding. 

Supplied with a removable face 

mask, which can be stored in 

the inner pocket.

From the coast to the city – the Admiral 2L jacket is the perfect companion. 

Crafted from breathable and waterproof, recycled polyester, it's also 

generously filled with Repreve padding made from recycled plastic bottles. A 

roomy drawstring hood, practical pockets with waterproof zippers and heat-

welded seams ensure extra protection from the elements, while the 

ergonomic panelling means it's just as comfortable and easy to wear as it is 

practical. The removable face mask fastens with snap buttons and can be 

stored in the discreet inner pocket when not in use.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, practical pockets with waterproof zip closures, zip fastening concealed 

by a button placket 

- Made from breathable and waterproof, recycled polyester

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from recycled plastic 

bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing that reduces water and 

energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by producing the 

Repreve fabric

- Removable face mask can be stored in the inner pocket when not in use

- Heat-welded seams and Lycra-infused elasticated trims for extra protection from the 

elements

- Ergonomic panelling ensures comfort and ease of movement

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Removable face 

mask

602892
The Blue field 

jacket

Classic field jacket modernised 

by a triple-layer construction 

that's fully waterproof and 

infused with stretch for 

comfort. It features recycled 

padding and a foldable hood.

Functional and effortlessly cool – the classic field jacket returns to the 

spotlight. Perfect with denim for off-duty days, it will look just as cool with 

chinos for a chic city look. The timeless silhouette is modernised by a triple-

layer construction that's fully waterproof and infused with stretch for comfort. 

Complete with a quilted lining and recycled padding for extra warmth, it's also 

conveniently equipped with an adjustable drawstring waist for a custom fit, a 

host of practical pockets and a foldable hood that can be stowed in the collar 

when not in use.

- Regular fit

- Stand collar and multiple pockets draw inspiration from classic utilitarian designs

- Waterproof and breathable triple-layer construction

- Lightweight padding, recycled lining

- Hood can be folded into the collar when not in use

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Waterproof 

fabric

602893
The Blue trench 

coat

Classic trench coat modernised 

by a triple-layer construction 

that's fully waterproof and 

infused with stretch for 

comfort. It features recycled 

padding and a detachable 

throat latch.

Functional, elegant and modern – this trench coat ticks all the boxes. The 

classic silhouette is modernised by a triple-layer construction that's fully 

waterproof and infused with stretch for comfort. Complete with a quilted 

lining and recycled padding for extra warmth, it's also conveniently equipped 

with a detachable throat latch and zip detailing, allowing you to customise the 

coverage. A pointed collar, welt pockets and a zipped sleeve pocket, as well as 

a central back vent and a two-way zip fastening with a concealed button 

placket round off the look.

- Regular fit

- Pointed collar, welt pockets and back vent draw inspiration from the original trench 

detailing

- Multiple pockets on the inside and outside for maximum practicality 

- Waterproof and breathable triple-layer construction

- Lightweight padding, recycled lining

- Detachable throat latch

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Waterproof 

fabric

602894 The Blue peacoat

Classic peacoat modernised by 

a triple-layer construction 

that's fully waterproof and 

infused with stretch for 

comfort. It features recycled 

padding and a detachable 

throat latch.

A menswear classic updated with a host of functional details – this peacoat is a 

perfect choice for casual and more formal occasions. The timeless silhouette is 

modernised by a triple-layer construction that's fully waterproof and infused 

with stretch for comfort. Complete with a quilted lining and recycled padding 

for extra warmth, it's also conveniently equipped with a detachable throat 

latch and zip detailing, allowing you to customise the coverage. It comes 

complete with elegant notch lapels, zipped and flap pockets, a central back 

vent and a practical zip fastening concealed underneath a double-breasted 

closure.

- Regular fit

- Classic notch lapels, zipped and flap pockets and a central rear vent draw inspiration 

from archival designs

- Multiple pockets on the inside and outside for maximum practicality

- Waterproof and breathable triple-layer construction

- Lightweight padding, recycled lining

- Detachable throat latch

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Waterproof 

fabric



602895 Sailor jacket

The regular-fit iteration of the 

iconic Sailor jacket, updated 

with a host of high-

performance details. 

Waterproof and breathable 

triple-layer construction lined 

with recycled nylon.

The Sailor jacket remains the North Sails' iconic piece and a modern man's 

must-have. The sporty silhouette is modernised here by a triple-layer 

construction that's fully waterproof and infused with stretch for comfort. 

Complete with lightweight padding and a recycled nylon lining for comfort, it's 

also conveniently equipped with a waterproof two-way zip fastening, a stand 

collar with a hood concealed inside and cosy ribbed trims that add definition 

to the streamlined shape, while also ensuring a snug fit.

- Regular fit

- Stand collar, practical pockets and waterproof two-way zip fastening for maximum 

functionality

- Inner pocket for storing small essentials

- Waterproof and breathable triple-layer construction

- Lightweight padding, recycled nylon lining

- Ribbed trims define the silhouette and ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest

Foldable hood

623088
Wool blend 

beanie

Wool blend beanie with a 

ribbed texture and a turn-up 

brim accented with a logo 

patch.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your winter outfits – this 

beanie is a seasonal North Sails must-have. It's knitted from a soft wool blend 

and accented with a ribbed texture for extra cosiness. The turn-up brim is 

detailed with the brand's logo – devoted fans will spot it in an instant.

- Soft wool blend with a ribbed texture

- Turn-up brim for a snug fit

- The brand's signature logo adds a finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

623089 Wool blend scarf

Wool blend beanie with a 

ribbed texture and the North 

Sails logo patch sewn on the 

edge.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your winter outfits – this 

scarf is a seasonal North Sails must-have. It's knitted from a soft wool blend 

and accented with a ribbed texture for extra cosiness. The North Sails logo 

patch sewn on the edge adds the all-important finishing touch.

- Soft wool blend with a ribbed texture

- Logo detail at the hem adds a signature finish

With a logo 

patch

623091
Wool blend 

beanie

Wool blend beanie with a 

finely ribbed texture and a turn-

up brim accented with a logo 

patch.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your winter outfits – this 

beanie is a seasonal North Sails must-have. It's knitted from a soft wool blend 

and accented with a finely ribbed texture for extra cosiness. The turn-up brim 

is detailed with the brand's logo – devoted fans will spot it in an instant.

- Soft wool blend with a finely ribbed texture

- Turn-up brim for a snug fit

- The brand's signature logo adds a finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

623092 Wool blend scarf

Wool blend scarf with a ribbed 

texture and the North Sails 

logo patch sewn on the edge.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your winter outfits – this 

scarf is a seasonal North Sails must-have. It's knitted from a soft wool blend 

and accented with a finely ribbed texture for extra cosiness. The North Sails 

logo patch sewn on the edge adds the all-important finishing touch.

- Soft wool blend with a finely ribbed texture

- Logo detail at the hem adds a signature finish

With a logo 

patch

623093
Wool blend 

gloves

Wool-cotton blend gloves 

detailed with ribbed cuffs for a 

snug fit. Discreetly finished 

with the brand's logo tag on 

the side.

A thoughtful gift idea and the perfect finishing touch to your winter looks – 

these gloves are knitted from a soft blend of wool and cotton. The ribbed cuffs 

keep them firmly in place, while the side logo tag adds a signature finishing 

touch.

- Knitted from a soft wool-cotton blend 

- Ribbed cuffs ensure a snug fit

- Logo tag on the side adds a signature finishing touch

North Sails logo 

tag

623094
Wool blend 

beanie

Wool-cotton blend beanie 

characterised by a textured, 

ribbed finish, a soft fleece 

lining and a turn-up brim with 

a logo detail.

From the coast to the city – this beanie is the perfect companion during the 

colder months. It's knitted from a soft wool-cotton blend with a ribbed texture 

and lined with soft fleece for comfort. The turn-up brim is accented with the 

brand's logo – devoted fans will spot it in an instant.

- Soft wool blend with a finely ribbed texture

- Soft fleece lining for comfort

- The brand's signature logo adds a finishing touch

Fleece lining

623095
Wool blend 

beanie

Wool blend beanie with a 

classic tight fit and the brand's 

logo embroidered on the front.

Equal parts smart and practical – this beanie will slot seamlessly into your 

casual, as well as more refined looks. It's knitted from a fine-gauge wool blend 

and detailed with the brand's logo embroidered on the front.

- Soft wool blend with a fine-gauge texture

- The brand's signature logo embroidered on the front

With 

embroidered 

logo



623098 Baseball cap

Baseball cap crafted from 

recycled nylon and lined with 

soft fleece. It features a logo 

patch on the front and an 

adjustable tab on the back.

Perfect when training, travelling or simply enjoying some downtime – this 

baseball cap is crafted from recycled nylon, proving North Sails' commitment 

to repurposing and reusing materials. It's lined with soft fleece and detailed 

with the brand's appliqué logo patch for a signature finish. Complete with an 

adjustable tab on the back.

- Recycled nylon with a soft and breathable texture

- Soft fleece lining for comfort

- Adjustable back tab for a personalised fit

- The brand's signature logo adds a finishing touch

Fleece lining

623099 Baseball cap

Baseball cap made from a wool-

viscose blend, featuring a tonal 

logo printed on the front and 

an adjustable tab on the back.

A functional, street-smart accessory every wardrobe needs. Crafted from a soft 

and breathable wool-viscose blend, this baseball cap stands out with its tonal 

logo print adorning the front. Complete with an adjustable tab on the back.

- Wool-viscose blend with a soft and breathable texture

- Adjustable back tab for a personalised fit

- Tonal logo printed on the front ensures a signature finish

Tonal logo

623104 Gift box

Gift box comprising a beanie 

and gloves set knitted from 

technical yarns, complete with 

signature packaging.

This gift box comprises a beanie and gloves set rib-knitted from technical 

yarns. Both accessories are tinged with the collection's signature colourways 

and finished with the brand's logo for extra style points.

- Beanie and gloves knitted from technical yarns with a ribbed texture

- Logo patch adorning the brim of the beanie and the edge of the scarf

- Complete with signature packaging

Beanie and 

gloves

623105 Gift box

Gift box comprising a beanie 

rib-knitted from recycled yarns 

and a reusable metal water 

bottle detailed with the "Go 

beyond plastic" slogan.

Thoughtful, practical and kinder to the planet, too. This gift box comprises a 

beanie rib-knitted from recycled yarns and a reusable metal water bottle – 

great for those always on the go. Both pieces are detailed with the brand's 

logo and come presented in sustainable packaging printed with the "Reuse, 

reduce, rethink" slogan.

- Beanie knitted from recycled yarns with a ribbed texture

- Logo patch adorning the brim of the beanie; water bottle printed with the "Go beyond 

plastic" slogan

- Sustainable packaging made from recycled materials and detailed with the "Reuse, 

reduce, rethink" slogan

Beanie and 

water bottle

623106 Gift box

Gift box comprising a scarf and 

beanie set rib-knitted from 

recycled yarns, complete with 

sustainable packaging.

Thoughtful, practical and kinder to the planet, too. This gift box comprises a 

scarf and beanie set rib-knitted from recycled yarns. Both pieces are detailed 

with the brand's logo and come presented in sustainable packaging printed 

with the "Reuse, reduce, rethink" slogan.

- Beanie and scarf knitted from recycled yarns with a ribbed texture

- Logo patch adorning the brim of the beanie and the edge of the scarf

- Sustainable packaging made from recycled materials and detailed with the "Reuse, 

reduce, rethink" slogan

Beanie and 

scarf

623107 Logo-printed belt

Adjustable belt crafted from 

technical fabric and printed 

with a contrast-coloured logo 

motif. Complete with a metal D-

ring fastening.

Perfect with jeans and chinos alike – this adjustable belt has been crafted from 

technical fabric and printed with a contrast-coloured logo motif. Complete 

with a metal D-ring fastening.

- Adjustable design

- Versatile and functional, metal D-ring fastening
D-ring fastening

663545
Stretch cotton 

shirt

Regular-fit shirt in stretch 

cotton, featuring a spread 

collar, long sleeves, back pleats 

and a rounded hem.

A menswear classic updated with the North Sails' twist – this regular-fit shirt 

features a spread collar, back pleats for comfort and a rounded hem. It's made 

from soft and lightweight cotton woven with a hint of stretch and finished with 

the brand's logo embroidered on the chest.

- Regular fit and spread collar ensure timeless appeal

- Soft and lightweight cotton woven with a hint of stretch for comfort 

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest adds a signature finishing touch

Spread collar

663546 Striped shirt

Regular-fit shirt in striped 

cotton poplin, featuring a 

button-down collar, long 

sleeves, a straight back yoke 

and a rounded hem.

A menswear classic updated with the North Sails' twist – this regular-fit shirt 

features a button-down collar, a straight back yoke and a rounded hem for 

easy layering. It's fashioned from striped cotton poplin and finished with the 

brand's logo embroidered on the chest.

- Regular fit and button-down collar ensure timeless appeal

- Crisp and lightweight cotton poplin with a pleasant texture 

- Nautical-inspired vertical stripes for versatile styling

Button-down 

collar



663547 Checked shirt

Regular-fit shirt in pure cotton 

printed with a geometric micro-

check pattern. It features a 

button-down collar, a straight 

back yoke and a rounded hem.

A menswear classic updated with the North Sails' twist – this regular-fit shirt 

features a button-down collar, a straight back yoke and a rounded hem for 

easy layering. It's fashioned from pure cotton printed with a dynamic micro-

check motif and finished with the brand's logo embroidered on the chest.

- Regular fit and button-down collar ensure timeless appeal

- Pure cotton with a soft and lightweight texture 

- Dynamic micro-check pattern for versatile styling

Button-down 

collar

663553
Cotton denim 

shirt

Regular-fit shirt in pure cotton 

denim, featuring a button-

down collar, long sleeves, a 

straight back yoke and a 

rounded hem.

Perfect with casual, as well as more refined looks: few wardrobe staples are 

more trusty than a denim shirt. This seasonal iteration is cut from pure cotton 

to a regular fit and features a button-down collar, a straight back yoke and a 

rounded hem for easy layering. Finished with the brand's logo embroidered on 

the chest.

- Regular fit and button-down collar ensure timeless appeal

- Pure cotton denim with a soft and lightweight texture

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest ensures a signature finish

Button-down 

collar

663555 Pure cotton shirt

Regular-fit shirt crafted from 

pure cotton, featuring a button-

down collar, a straight back 

yoke and a rounded hem.

This shirt is cut to a regular fit from pure cotton with a soft, lightweight and 

naturally breathable texture. It features a button-down collar, a straight back 

yoke and a rounded hem for easy layering.

- Regular fit and button-down collar ensure timeless appeal

- Pure cotton with a soft and lightweight texture 

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest ensures a signature finish

Button-down 

collar

663561 Checked shirt

Checked cotton shirt featuring 

a regular fit, a spread collar, a 

straight back yoke and a 

rounded hem.

A menswear classic updated with the North Sails' twist – this regular-fit shirt 

features a spread collar, a straight back yoke and a rounded hem for easy 

layering. It's crafted from pure cotton printed with dynamic checks and 

finished with the brand's logo embroidered on the chest.

- Regular fit and spread collar ensure timeless appeal

- Pure cotton with a soft and lightweight texture 

- Classic check pattern ensures versatile styling options

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest for extra style points

Spread collar

663568
Oxford cotton 

shirt

Regular-fit shirt in Oxford 

cotton, featuring a button-

down collar, long sleeves, a 

straight back yoke and a 

rounded hem.

North Sails' signature take on the classic wardrobe staple – this Oxford cotton 

shirt features a button-down collar, a straight back yoke and a rounded hem 

for easy layering. The brand's logo on the chest adds a signature finishing 

touch.

- Regular fit and button-down collar ensure timeless appeal

- Cotton poplin with a soft, breathable texture

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest for extra style points

Button-down 

collar

663569 Cotton piqué shirt

Regular-fit shirt in lightweight 

cotton piqué, featuring a 

button-down collar, long 

sleeves, a straight back yoke 

and a rounded hem.

This shirt is cut to a regular fit from pure cotton piqué with a soft and 

lightweight texture. It features a button-down collar, a straight back yoke and a 

rounded hem for easy layering.

- Regular fit and button-down collar ensure timeless appeal

- Crisp and lightweight cotton piqué with a pleasant texture 

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest for extra style points

Button-down 

collar

663571
Oxford cotton 

shirt

Regular-fit shirt in striped 

Oxford cotton, featuring a 

button-down collar, long 

sleeves, a straight back yoke 

and a rounded hem.

North Sails' signature take on the classic wardrobe staple – this striped Oxford 

cotton shirt features a button-down collar, a straight back yoke and a rounded 

hem for easy layering. The brand's logo on the chest adds a signature finishing 

touch.

- Regular fit and button-down collar ensure timeless appeal

- Cotton poplin with a soft, breathable texture

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest for extra style points

Striped pattern

663572
Cotton poplin 

shirt

Slim-fit shirt in crisp cotton 

poplin, featuring a spread 

collar, a straight yoke and back 

pleats for comfort.

The perfect addition to your casual, as well as more refined looks – this slim-fit 

shirt features a spread collar, a straight back yoke and subtle back pleats for 

comfortable movement. It's fashioned from pure cotton poplin and finished 

with the brand's logo embroidered on the chest.

- Slim fit and spread collar ensure timeless appeal

- Pure cotton poplin with a soft, pleasant texture 

- Straight yokes and back pleats define the silhouette 

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest for extra style points

Spread collar

663574 Checked shirt

Checked cotton shirt featuring 

a regular fit, a button-down 

collar, a straight back yoke and 

a rounded hem.

A menswear classic updated with the North Sails' twist – this regular-fit shirt 

features a button-down collar, a straight back yoke and a rounded hem for 

easy layering. It's crafted from pure cotton printed with a micro-check motif 

and finished with the brand's logo embroidered on the chest.

- Regular fit and button-down collar ensure timeless appeal

- Pure cotton with a soft and lightweight texture 

- Classic check pattern ensures versatile styling options

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest for extra style points

Button-down 

collar



672856 Five-pocket jeans

Five-pocket jeans in BCI-

accredited cotton denim, 

featuring a mid rise, a straight 

leg and classic five-pocket 

detailing.

These jeans are cut to a slim silhouette from BCI-accredited cotton denim – 

obtained through environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact 

manufacturing. They feature a comfortable mid waist, a straight leg and classic 

five-pocket detailing, and come complete with a button and a concealed zip 

fastening, plus a logo-detailed patch on the back.

- Slim fit 

- Waistband with belt loops 

- Five-pocket design 

- BCI-accredited cotton denim obtained through sustainable, low-impact manufacturing

- Concealed zip and button fastening

- North Sails logo patch on the back

In BCI cotton

672858
Fleece jogging 

bottoms

Jogging bottoms cut from 

organic cotton fleece, featuring 

an elasticated drawstring waist, 

practical side pockets and a 

rear patch pocket. Complete 

with ribbed trims for a snug fit.

Perfect when training, travelling or simply enjoying some downtime – these 

jogging bottoms are fashioned from organic cotton fleece with a supremely 

soft texture. They feature an elasticated drawstring waistband, practical side 

pockets and a rear patch pocket. Finished with ribbed trims for a snug fit.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Organic cotton fleece with a soft, pleasant texture

- Elasticated drawstring waistband

- Angled pockets and a rear patch pocket for practicality

- Discreet logo patch on the back

With a 

drawstring 

waist

672861
Slim-fit chino 

trousers

Slim-fit chino trousers in 

stretch gabardine, featuring a 

waistband with belt loops, a 

straight leg, side and rear 

pockets.

Slim without being skinny, these chino trousers feature a straight leg, side slit 

pockets, rear welt pockets and a small front welt pocket. Crafted from stretch 

gabardine for a flawless fit and freedom of movement, they come complete 

with an appliqué logo on the back for a signature finishing touch.

- Slim fit 

- Waistband with belt loops 

- Side slit pockets, rear welt pockets

- Soft and lightweight stretch gabardine 

- Concealed zip and button fastening

- Logo patch on the back

In stretch 

gabardine

672863
Regular-fit cargo 

trousers

Slim-fit cargo trousers in 

stretch gabardine, featuring a 

waistband with belt loops, a 

straight leg and practical 

pockets.

Easy to wear and effortless to style, these cargo trousers are a smart-casual 

wardrobe staple. Slim without being skinny, they feature a straight leg, side 

pockets, buttoned back welt pockets and the signature utilitarian pockets 

along the legs. Crafted from stretch gabardine for a flawless fit and freedom of 

movement, they come complete with a concealed zip and a button fastening 

and a rear logo detail for a signature finish.

- Slim fit 

- Waistband with belt loops 

- Side pockets, buttoned back welt pockets and signature cargo pockets

- Soft and lightweight stretch gabardine 

- Concealed zip and button fastening

- Logo patch on the back

In stretch 

gabardine

672865
Cotton poplin 

chino trousers

Slim-fit chino trousers crafted 

from garment-dyed cotton 

poplin with a soft, pleasant 

texture. They feature a straight 

leg and practical pockets.

Equal parts comfortable and practical, these chino trousers are cut to a slim fit 

from stretch-infused cotton gabardine, garment-dyed for softness. They 

feature angled side pockets, rear welt pockets and a small horizontal pocket on 

the front. Notice the brand's logo patch positioned discreetly on the back.

- Slim fit 

- Waistband with belt loops 

- Angled side pockets, rear welt pockets and a small horizontal front pocket 

- Soft and lightweight cotton woven with a touch of stretch for comfort 

- Concealed zip fly and button fastening

- Discreet logo patch on the back

Slim fit

691540
Organic cotton 

sweatshirt

Relaxed-fit sweatshirt in GOTS-

certified organic cotton, 

featuring a crew neck with 

classic V-shaped stitching, long 

sleeves and the brand's logo 

on the chest.

The ultimate mix of style, sustainability and North Sails’ signature details. This 

sweatshirt is made from GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing. It 

features a crew neck with classic V-shaped stitching, long sleeves and the 

brand's logo patch on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Ribbed trims for a sporty touch

- Logo patch on the chest ensures a signature finish

GOTS-certified

691541
Organic cotton 

sweatshirt

Relaxed-fit sweatshirt in GOTS-

certified organic cotton, 

featuring a sporty high neck, a 

front zip fastening, practical 

pockets and a logo patch on 

the chest.

Where sports inspiration, sustainability and easy, everyday style meet. This 

sweatshirt is made from GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing. It 

features a sporty high neck, a practical zip fastening and a logo patch on the 

chest.

- Regular-fit style with a sporty high neck and practical zip fastening

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Ribbed trims for a sporty touch

- Logo patch on the chest ensures a signature finish

GOTS-certified



691542
Organic cotton 

sweatshirt

Relaxed-fit sweatshirt in GOTS-

certified organic cotton, 

featuring a crew neck, long 

sleeves and a maxi logo on the 

chest.

Basic but never boring – this sweatshirt puts a sustainable spin on the 

everyday wardrobe staple. It's made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton 

– obtained through environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact 

manufacturing – and finished with a soft brushed texture on the inside. A 

classic crew neck, long sleeves and a maxi logo on the chest round off this fuss-

free style designed to be worn on repeat.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Ribbed trims for a sporty touch

- Maxi logo printed on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a maxi 

logo

691543 Cotton hoodie

Relaxed-fit hoodie in GOTS-

certified organic cotton, 

featuring a roomy kangaroo 

pocket and a maxi logo on the 

chest.

Make your everyday style more sustainable with this comfortable hoodie. The 

classic sportswear silhouette is crafted from GOTS-certified organic cotton – 

obtained through environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact 

manufacturing – and finished with a soft brushed texture on the inside. A 

roomy hood, a kangaroo pocket and a maxi logo printed on the chest round off 

this fuss-free style designed to be worn on repeat.

- Regular fit, long sleeves, roomy hood

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Kangaroo pocket and ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Maxi logo printed on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a maxi 

logo

691544
Organic cotton 

sweatshirt

Relaxed-fit sweatshirt in GOTS-

certified organic cotton, 

featuring a crew neck, long 

sleeves and maxi logo lettering 

on the chest.

The ultimate mix of style, sustainability and North Sails’ signature details. This 

sweatshirt is crafted in GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing – and 

finished with a soft brushed texture on the inside. A classic crew neck, long 

sleeves and maxi logo lettering printed on the chest round off this fuss-free 

style designed to be worn on repeat.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Maxi logo lettering on the chest ensures a signature finish

Maxi logo 

lettering

691545 Cotton hoodie

Relaxed-fit hoodie in GOTS-

certified organic cotton, 

featuring a zip fastening, a 

kangaroo pocket and a cosy 

hood.

A sustainable take on the sportswear classic. This hoodie is rendered in GOTS-

certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally and socially 

responsible, low-impact manufacturing – and finished with a soft brushed 

texture on the inside. It features a roomy hood with a contrast-coloured 

drawstring, a practical kangaroo pocket and a front zip fastening, as well as 

ribbed trims for a snug fit.

- Regular-fit style with a roomy hood, long sleeves and zip fastening

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Kangaroo pocket and ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Contrast-coloured logo patch on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a zip 

fastening

691549 Cotton sweatshirt

Relaxed-fit sweatshirt in pure 

cotton, featuring a crew neck 

with classic V-shaped stitching, 

ribbed trims for a snug fit and 

the brand's logo embroidered 

on the chest.

Perfect when training, travelling or simply enjoying some downtime – this 

sweatshirt is crafted from pure cotton with a supremely soft and cosy texture. 

It features an easy-to-wear regular cut, a crew neck with classic V-shaped 

stitching and ribbed trims for a snug fit. The North Sails logo patch 

embroidered on the sleeve adds the signature finishing touch.

- Pure cotton with a supremely soft and lightweight texture

- Regular fit and a classic crew neck make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Classic V-shaped stitching at the neck and ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With V-shaped 

stitching

691551 Cotton hoodie

Hoodie in brushed cotton 

fleece, featuring a roomy 

kangaroo pocket and a maxi 

logo on the chest.

An easy-to-wear wardrobe staple updated with North Sails' signature details – 

this hoodie is fashioned from supremely soft, brushed cotton fleece. It 

features a roomy drawstring hood, a kangaroo pocket and a maxi logo printed 

on the chest.

- Regular fit, long sleeves, roomy hood

- Brushed cotton fleece woven with a soft, pleasant texture 

- Kangaroo pocket and ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Maxi logo printed on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a maxi 

logo

691553 Cotton hoodie

Hoodie in brushed cotton 

fleece, featuring a roomy 

kangaroo pocket and the iconic 

1957 print that celebrates the 

year when the brand was 

founded.

An easy-to-wear wardrobe staple updated with North Sails' signature details – 

this hoodie is crafted from supremely soft, brushed cotton fleece. It features a 

roomy kangaroo pocket and the iconic 1957 print that celebrates the year 

when the brand was founded.

- Regular fit, long sleeves, roomy hood

- Brushed cotton fleece woven with a soft, pleasant texture 

- Kangaroo pocket and ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- The iconic 1957 print celebrates the year when the brand was founded

With a maxi 

logo



691554 Cotton hoodie

Regular-fit cotton hoodie 

featuring a roomy kangaroo 

pocket, a contrast-coloured 

stripe and the North Sails logo 

printed on the chest.

A graphic update on the sportswear classic – this hoodie is the perfect choice 

for your casual and off-duty looks. Crafted from pure cotton with a brushed 

finish, it features a practical kangaroo pocket and a roomy hood, as well as a 

contrast-coloured stripe and the brand's logo printed on the chest.

- Regular fit, long sleeves, roomy hood

- Pure cotton fleece with a warm and cosy texture 

- Kangaroo pocket and ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- North Sails signature logo printed on the chest ensures a statement, graphic finish

With a 

kangaroo 

pocket

691559 Cotton hoodie

Cotton hoodie specially treated 

to achieve a faded effect, 

finished with the brand's logo 

lettering on the chest.

North Sails' nautical legacy, modernised and redefined. This cotton hoodie has 

been specially treated to achieve a sophisticated faded finish. It features a 

drawstring hood, a roomy kangaroo pocket and the brand's logo lettering 

printed on the chest.

- Regular fit, long sleeves, roomy hood

- Pure cotton specially treated to achieve a faded finish

- Kangaroo pocket and ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Logo lettering printed on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a maxi 

logo

691562
Organic cotton 

hoodie

Hoodie in GOTS-certified 

organic cotton, featuring long 

sleeves, a kangaroo pocket and 

a graphic print inspired by the 

sea conservation movement.

This hoodie demonstrates North Sails' sustainability vision and unwavering 

commitment to our oceans – courtesy of its statement graphic print and the 

"Save the sea" slogan. Made from GOTS-certified organic cotton, obtained 

through environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing, 

it features long sleeves, a practical kangaroo pocket, a roomy hood and ribbed 

trims for a snug fit.

- Regular-fit hoodie with long sleeves and a kangaroo pocket

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Statement graphic print on the chest 

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With a slogan 

print

691568
Zip-up fleece 

jacket

Zip-up jacket made from 

recycled polyester fleece with 

a soft and fuzzy texture, 

featuring a yoke in recycled 

micro-ripstop nylon and a 

roomy hood.

Combining the warmth of classic outerwear with the cosiness of a sweatshirt – 

this jacket is designed with maximum comfort and weather protection in mind. 

It's fashioned from recycled polyester fleece, with an appealing fuzzy texture, 

and features a roomy hood and a yoke accented with recycled micro-ripstop 

nylon. A host of practical pockets and a front zip fastening round off the look.

- Regular fit, long sleeves, roomy hood

- Recycled polyester fleece with a fuzzy texture ensures warmth and cosiness 

- Hood and yoke in recycled micro-ripstop nylon for a modern contrast

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

With nylon 

detailing

691569
Zip-up fleece 

jacket

Zip-up jacket made from 

recycled polyester fleece with 

a soft and fuzzy texture, 

featuring a sporty stand collar 

and practical pockets.

Fashioned from recycled polyester fleece with an appealing fuzzy texture – this 

zip-up jacket fuses style, sustainability and the ultimate weather protection. It 

features a slim fit, a protective stand collar, a front zip fastening and practical 

zipped pockets.

- Slim-fit style with a protective stand collar and long sleeves

- Recycled polyester fleece with a fuzzy texture ensures warmth and cosiness 

- Front zip fastening and practical pockets for full functionality

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

In recycled 

polyester

692280
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Cotton piqué polo shirt with 

short sleeves and a front 

button placket, accented with 

a logo patch on the chest.

North Sails' signature take on a casual wardrobe staple – this regular-fit polo 

shirt features a classic ribbed collar, a front button placket and subtle side slits 

at the hem for easy layering. The brand's logo patch on the chest ensures a 

signature finish.

- Regular-fit style with short sleeves and a classic polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué 

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest adds the all-important finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

692281
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Cotton piqué polo shirt with 

short sleeves and a front 

button placket, detailed with a 

logo patch on the chest and 

the North Sails lettering 

printed on the undercollar.

North Sails' signature take on a casual wardrobe staple – this regular-fit polo 

shirt features a classic ribbed collar, a front button placket and subtle side slits 

at the hem for easy layering. The brand's logo patch on the chest and the 

signature print adorning the undercollar are instantly recognisable by those in 

the know.

- Regular-fit style with short sleeves and a classic polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué 

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest and the North Sails lettering printed on the undercollar add a 

statement, graphic touch

With logo 

lettering



692282
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Cotton piqué polo shirt with 

short sleeves and a front 

button placket, accented with 

contrast-coloured details and 

the brand's logo lettering 

printed on the undercollar.

A wardrobe staple updated with a touch of colour and North Sails' signature 

detailing – this cotton piqué polo shirt stands out with the brand's logo patch 

on the chest and the logo lettering printed on the undercollar. Notice the front 

button placket, cuffs and stitches accented in a contrasting hue for a unique 

modern finish.

- Regular-fit style with short sleeves and a classic polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué 

- Contrast-coloured details add definition to the streamlined shape

- Logo patch on the chest and the North Sails lettering printed on the undercollar add a 

statement, graphic touch

Contrast-

coloured details

692283
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Regular-fit polo shirt in 

garment-dyed cotton piqué, 

featuring short sleeves, a front 

button placket and the brand's 

logo patch on the chest.

Effortlessly stylish and endlessly versatile – this polo shirt will slot seamlessly 

into your daily rotation. It's cut to a regular fit from garment-dyed cotton 

piqué and detailed with the brand's logo patch on the chest. It features a 

classic ribbed collar, a front button placket and subtle side slits at the hem.

- Regular-fit style with short sleeves and a classic polo collar

- Pure cotton piqué garment-dyed for softness 

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest adds the all-important finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

692285
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Cotton piqué polo shirt with 

long sleeves and a front button 

placket, accented with nautical-

inspired prints and details.

An everyday wardrobe staple modernised with a host of graphic and nautical-

inspired details – this cotton piqué polo shirt is the perfect addition to your 

sailing and city outfits alike. It features a regular fit, subtle side slits at the hem 

and contrast-coloured ribbed trims for added definition. Notice the brand's 

signature logo printed on the undercollar.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué 

- Contrast-coloured ribbed trims add definition and ensure a snug fit

- Logo print on the undercollar lends an iconic nautical-inspired touch

- Logo patch on the chest

With nautical 

prints

692286
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Cotton piqué polo shirt with 

long sleeves and a front button 

placket, detailed with a logo 

patch on the chest and the 

North Sails lettering printed on 

the undercollar.

North Sails' signature take on a casual wardrobe staple – this regular-fit polo 

shirt features a classic ribbed collar, a front button placket and subtle side slits 

at the hem for easy layering. The brand's logo patch on the chest and the 

signature print adorning the undercollar are instantly recognisable by those in 

the know.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué 

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest and the North Sails lettering printed on the undercollar add a 

statement, graphic touch

With logo 

lettering

692287
Stretch cotton 

piqué polo shirt

Slim-fit polo shirt in stretch 

cotton piqué, featuring long 

sleeves, contrast-coloured 

trims and the brand's logo 

lettering printed on the 

undercollar.

A wardrobe staple updated with a touch of colour and North Sails' signature 

details. This cotton piqué polo shirt stands out with the contrast-coloured 

collar and cuffs for a modern, graphic touch. Intended for a slim fit, it comes 

complete with the brand's logo patch on the chest and the logo lettering 

printed on the undercollar.

- Slim-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué woven with a hint of stretch for comfort 

- Contrast-coloured details add definition to the streamlined shape

- Logo patch on the chest and the North Sails lettering printed on the undercollar add a 

statement, graphic touch

Contrast-

coloured details

692288
Stretch cotton 

piqué polo shirt

Regular-fit polo shirt in stretch 

cotton piqué, featuring long 

sleeves, a front button placket 

and tonal logo lettering printed 

on the undercollar.

This polo shirt is cut to a regular fit from soft cotton piqué woven with a touch 

of stretch for comfort. It features a classic ribbed collar, a front button placket 

and subtle side slits at the hem. The brand’s tonal logo lettering printed on 

undercollar adds a refined, understated finishing touch.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué woven with a hint of stretch for comfort 

- Logo patch on the chest and the North Sails lettering printed on the undercollar add a 

statement, graphic touch

With logo 

lettering

692289

Polo shirt in 

heavyweight 

cotton jersey

Polo shirt in heavyweight 

cotton jersey, featuring long 

sleeves, a front button placket 

and contrast-coloured trims. 

Finished with a logo patch on 

the chest.

Cut to a regular fit from heavyweight cotton jersey with a warm and cosy 

texture, this polo shirt features a contrast-coloured collar and cuffs, as well as 

subtle side slits at the hem for easy layering. The brand's logo patch on the 

chest rounds off the look.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Heavyweight cotton jersey with a warm and cosy texture

- Contrast-coloured details add definition to the streamlined shape

- Logo patch on the chest adds a statement, graphic touch

Contrast-

coloured details



692290

Polo shirt in 

heavyweight 

cotton jersey

Regular-fit polo shirt in 

heavyweight cotton jersey, 

featuring long sleeves, a front 

button placket and a contrast-

coloured stripe on the chest, 

accented with the brand's 

logo.

An everyday wardrobe staple modernised with a host of graphic and nautical-

inspired details – this polo shirt is cut to a regular fit from heavyweight cotton 

jersey. It features long sleeves and subtle side slits at the hem for easy 

layering. The streamlined silhouette is set apart by the contrast-coloured 

stripe and the brand's logo printed on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Heavyweight cotton jersey with a warm and cosy texture

- Contrast-coloured stripe on the chest accented with the brand's maxi logo lettering

Maxi logo 

lettering

692580
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

Regular-fit t-shirt in pure 

cotton jersey, featuring a crew 

neck, short sleeves and a logo 

patch on the chest.

A standout choice for the brand's fans – this cotton jersey t-shirt features a 

relaxed fit, a crew neck, short sleeves and a logo patch on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and short sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture 

- Logo patch on the chest adds a signature finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

692581
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

Regular-fit t-shirt in pure 

cotton jersey, featuring a crew 

neck, short sleeves and a maxi 

logo printed on the chest.

North Sails' signature take on a casual wardrobe staple – this regular-fit t-shirt 

in pure cotton jersey features a sporty crew neck and short sleeves. A maxi 

logo printed on the chest ensures an instantly recognisable finish.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and short sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture

- Maxi logo printed on the chest ensures a signature finishing touch

With a maxi 

logo

692582
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

Regular-fit t-shirt in pure 

cotton jersey, featuring a crew 

neck, short sleeves and maxi 

logo lettering printed on the 

chest.

Indulge in a little logomania with this new-season t-shirt. Cut to a regular fit 

from pure cotton jersey, it features a crew neck, short sleeves and the brand's 

logo lettering proudly printed on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and short sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture 

- Logo lettering printed on the chest ensures a signature finish

With logo 

lettering

692583
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

T-shirt in garment-dyed cotton 

jersey, featuring a crew neck, 

short sleeves and a logo detail 

on the chest.

This t-shirt is made from pure cotton jersey garment-dyed for softness and 

depth of colour. It features a regular fit that's comfortable and easy to wear, a 

classic crew neck, short sleeves and the brand's signature logo patch on the 

chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and short sleeves

- Lightweight cotto jersey garment-dyed for softness 

- Logo patch on the chest adds a signature finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

692591
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

T-shirt in pure cotton jersey, 

featuring a crew neck, long 

sleeves and a logo patch on 

the chest.

A standout choice for the brand's fans – this cotton jersey t-shirt features a 

relaxed fit, a crew neck, long sleeves and a logo patch on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture 

- Logo patch on the chest adds a signature finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

692592
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

T-shirt in pure cotton jersey, 

featuring a crew neck, long 

sleeves and a maxi logo printed 

on the chest.

A standout addition to your little one's everyday rotation – this t-shirt is cut to 

a regular fit from pure cotton jersey. It features a classic crew neck, long 

sleeves and the brand's logo printed on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture 

- Maxi logo on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a maxi 

logo

692593
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

T-shirt in pure cotton jersey, 

featuring a crew neck, long 

sleeves and a maxi logo printed 

on the chest.

A standout addition to your little one's everyday rotation – this t-shirt is cut to 

a regular fit from pure cotton jersey. It features a classic crew neck, long 

sleeves and the brand's logo printed on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture 

- Maxi logo on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a maxi 

logo

692594
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

T-shirt in brushed cotton jersey 

with a warm and pleasant 

texture, featuring a crew neck, 

long sleeves and the brand's 

logo lettering on the chest.

A fresh take on logomania – this t-shirt combines a comfortable, easy to wear 

silhouette with a big, bold branding on the front. It's fashioned from brushed 

cotton jersey with a warm, pleasant texture and features a regular fit, a crew 

neck and short sleeves.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Brushed cotton jersey with a warm and pleasant texture 

- Logo lettering printed on the chest ensures a signature finish

With logo 

lettering



692596
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

T-shirt in garment-dyed cotton 

jersey, featuring a crew neck, 

long sleeves and a logo patch 

on the chest.

This t-shirt is made from pure cotton jersey garment-dyed for softness and 

depth of colour. It features a regular fit that's comfortable and easy to wear, a 

classic crew neck, long sleeves and the brand's signature logo patch on the 

chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Lightweight cotto jersey garment-dyed for softness 

- Logo patch on the chest adds a signature finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

692599
Organic cotton t-

shirt

Relaxed-fit t-shirt in GOTS-

certified organic cotton, 

featuring a crew neck, short 

sleeves and a graphic print 

inspired by the sea 

conservation movement.

The ultimate mix of style, sustainability and North Sails' signature details – this 

t-shirt is made from GOTS-certified organic cotton obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing. It 

features a classic crew neck, short sleeves and a mix of graphic prints inspired 

by the sea conservation movement.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and short sleeves

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Statement graphic prints on the chest inspired by the sea conservation movement

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With graphic 

prints

692600
Stretch cotton 

jersey t-shirt

Slim-fit t-shirt in stretch cotton 

jersey, featuring a crew neck, 

long sleeves and the 

collection's signature print on 

the chest.

This t-shirt is cut to a slim fit from stretch cotton jersey and printed the iconic 

1957 motif, which celebrates the year when the brand was founded. The 

versatile silhouette comes complete with a classic crew neck and long sleeves.

- Slim-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Stretch cotton jersey with a soft and lightweight texture 

- The iconic 1957 print celebrates the year when the brand was founded

Slim fit

692601
Stretch cotton 

jersey t-shirt

Slim-fit t-shirt in stretch cotton 

jersey, featuring a crew neck, 

short sleeves and the 

collection's signature print on 

the chest.

North Sails' nautical legacy, modernised and redefined. This t-shirt is made 

stretch cotton jersey and printed the iconic 1957 motif, which celebrates the 

year when the brand was founded. It features a slim fit, a crew neck and short 

sleeves.

- Slim-fit style with a crew neck and short sleeves

- Stretch cotton jersey with a soft and lightweight texture 

- The iconic 1957 print celebrates the year when the brand was founded

Slim fit

698523
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

Regular-fit jumper with a crew 

neck and long sleeves, knitted 

from a soft cotton-wool blend 

and accented with a logo patch 

on the sleeve.

A versatile wardrobe staple that will slot seamlessly into your countless looks – 

this jumper is knitted from a fine-gauge blend of cotton and wool. It features a 

classic crew neck, long sleeves and ribbed trims for a snug fit.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Ribbed trims ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

698524
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

V neck jumper with long 

sleeves, knitted from a fine-

gauge blend of cotton and 

wool and accented with a logo 

patch on the sleeve.

A versatile wardrobe staple that will slot seamlessly into your countless looks – 

this jumper is knitted from a fine-gauge blend of cotton and wool. It features a 

V neck, long sleeves and ribbed trims for a snug fit.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a versatile V neck

- Ribbed trims ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

With a logo 

patch

698525
Half-zip cotton 

jumper

Regular-fit jumper with a 

sporty high neck and a half-zip 

fastening. It's knitted from a 

fine-gauge blend of cotton and 

wool and accented with a logo 

patch on the sleeve.

Equal parts practical and cool, this jumper features a sporty high neck with a 

half-zip fastening, long sleeves and ribbed trims for a snug fit. It's knitted from 

a fine-gauge blend of cotton and wool and accented with a logo patch on the 

sleeve.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular fit, high neck and half-zip fastening

- Ribbed trims ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

Regular fit

698526 Zip-up cardigan

Regular-fit cardigan with a high 

neck and a zip fastening, 

knitted from a blend of cotton 

and wool with a warm and cosy 

texture.

This zip-up cardigan is knitted from a warm cotton-wool blend a soft, pleasant 

texture. It features a sporty high neck, a practical zip fastening and ribbed 

trims that add definition to the streamlined shape.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with a sporty high neck and practical zip fastening

- Ribbed trims ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

Regular fit



698527
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

Turtle neck jumper with long 

sleeves and cosy ribbed trims, 

knitted from a soft blend fo 

cotton and wool. Finished with 

the brand's logo patch on the 

sleeve.

Easy to dress up or down, depending on the occasion – this turtle neck jumper 

features long sleeves and cosy ribbed trims that add a little definition to the 

streamlined shape. It's knitted from a soft blend of cotton and wool with a 

warm, pleasant texture.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic turtle neck

- Ribbed trims ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

Regular fit

698530
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

Crew neck jumper with long 

sleeves, rib-knitted from a 

wool-cotton blend with and 

accented with smooth knitted 

panels on the sides.

A versatile wardrobe staple – perfect with classic chinos and your favourite 

jeans alike. This cotton-wool blend jumper stands out with its vertically-ribbed 

pattern that adds a little texture and character to the streamlined shape. 

Notice the smooth knitted panels along the sides and the brand's signature 

logo patch discreetly positioned on the sleeve.

- Cotton-wool blend knitted with a tactile ribbed pattern

- Smooth knitted panels on the sides add definition to the streamlined shape

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

Ribbed texture

698531
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

Jumper with a sporty high neck 

with a half-button placket, rib-

knitted from a wool-cotton 

blend with and accented with 

smooth knitted panels on the 

sides.

Warm, cosy and versatile – this jumper ticks all the boxes. Detailed with a 

sporty high neck, a half-button placket and long sleeves, it's knitted from a 

wool-cotton blend with a vertically-ribbed texture that brings depth and 

dimension to the streamlined shape. Notice the smooth knitted panels on the 

sides that add a subtle point of interest.

- Cotton-wool blend knitted with a tactile ribbed pattern

- Smooth knitted panels on the sides add definition to the streamlined shape

- Regular-fit style with a sporty high neck and half-button placket for easy layering

- Logo patch on the sleeve lends the look a signature finish

Ribbed texture

698532
Cotton-wool 

blend cardigan

Zip-up cardigan with a sporty 

high neck and long sleeves, rib-

knitted from a wool-cotton 

blend with and accented with 

smooth knitted panels on the 

sides.

A versatile wardrobe staple – perfect with classic chinos and your favourite 

jeans alike. This turtle neck jumper is knitted from a soft wool-cotton blend 

knitted with a ribbed texture that brings depth and dimension to the 

streamlined shape. Notice the smooth knitted panels on the sides and the 

brand's signature logo patch discreetly positioned on the sleeve.

- Cotton-wool blend knitted with a tactile ribbed pattern

- Smooth knitted panels on the sides add definition to the streamlined shape

- Regular-fit style with a high neck, long sleeves and practical zip fastening

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

Zip fastening

698533
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

Elegant jumper with a shawl 

collar and long sleeves, knitted 

from a soft blend of cotton and 

wool with a tactile ribbed 

texture.

Easy to dress up or down, depending on the occasion – this jumper features 

long sleeves and an elegant shawl collar. It's knitted from a soft blend of 

cotton and wool with a ribbed texture to ensure a snug fit.

- Cotton-wool blend knitted with a tactile ribbed pattern

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and an elegant shawl collar

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

With a shawl 

collar

698534
Cotton blend 

jumper

Regular-fit jumper with a crew 

neck and long sleeves, crafted 

from a soft blend of cotton and 

wool with a ribbed texture. 

Smooth knitted panels in a 

contrasting hue on the sides.

At once comfortable, contemporary and truly versatile – this jumper updates 

the classic silhouette with graphic details and textural contrasts. The regular-fit 

silhouette is fashioned from a soft blend of cotton and wool with a ribbed 

texture and accented with smooth knitted panels in a contrasting hue along 

the sides. The North Sails logo patch embroidered on the sleeve adds the 

signature finishing touch.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Ribbed texture ensures a snug fit

- Smooth knitted panels in a contrasting hue on the sides

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Ribbed texture

698535
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

Turtle neck jumper rib-knitted 

from a wool-cotton blend and 

accented with smooth knitted 

panels on the sides.

A versatile wardrobe staple – perfect with classic chinos and your favourite 

jeans alike. This turtle neck jumper is knitted from a soft wool-cotton blend 

knitted in a vertically-ribbed texture that brings depth and dimension to the 

streamlined shape. Notice the smooth knitted panels on the sides and the 

brand's signature logo patch discreetly positioned on the sleeve.

- Cotton-wool blend knitted with a tactile ribbed pattern

- Smooth knitted panels on the sides add definition to the streamlined shape

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic turtle neck

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

Ribbed texture



698536
Cotton-wool 

blend cardigan

Cotton-wool blend cardigan 

knitted with a ribbed texture. It 

features a sporty high neck, 

long sleeves and a zip fastening 

detailed with the "North Sails 

go beyond" slogan.

A wardrobe staple updated with the brand's signature details – this cardigan is 

set apart by the "North Sails go beyond" slogan adorning the front zip 

fastening. It's knitted from a soft cotton-wool blend with a ribbed texture and 

features long sleeves and a sporty high neck.

- Cotton-wool blend knitted with a tactile ribbed pattern

- Regular-fit style with a high neck, long sleeves and practical zip fastening

- Zip fastening detailed with the "North Sails go beyond" slogan

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

With a logo-

detailed zip

698549
Wool-cotton 

blend jumper

Regular-fit jumper with a crew 

neck and long sleeves, knitted 

from a soft blend of wool and 

cotton with a tactile waffled 

texture.

A stylish and super versatile piece for the season and beyond – this jumper is 

fashioned from a soft blend of wool and cotton knitted with a tactile waffled 

texture. The contrast-coloured trims and the brand's logo patch on the sleeve 

ensure a statement, graphic finish.

- Cotton-wool blend with a refined waffled-knit texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic turtle neck

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

Waffle-knit 

texture

698552
Cashmere blend 

jumper

Regular-fit jumper with a crew 

neck and long sleeves, 

fashioned from a luxurious 

blend of wool and cashmere.

At once laid-back and luxurious – this jumper will add a refined touch to your 

everyday looks. Knitted from a soft blend of wool and cashmere, it features a 

regular fit, a crew neck and long sleeves, as well as the brand's logo 

embroidered on the chest.

- Cotton-wool with a warm and luxurious texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Ribbed trims ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest"

Logo on the 

chest

698553
Wool-cashmere 

blend jumper

Jumper with a V neck, long 

sleeves and contrast-coloured 

trims, knitted from a 

supremely soft blend of wool 

and cashmere.

Style, functionality and North Sails' signature details meet in this cosy jumper. 

Knitted from a supremely soft blend of wool and cashmere, it features a V 

neck, long sleeves and contrast-coloured trims for a modern, graphic touch.

- Wool-cashmere blend with a warm and luxurious texture

- V neck and long sleeves make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Contrast-coloured trims add a modern, graphic touch

- Logo tag positioned discreetly on the side

Contrast-

coloured trims

698554
Wool-cashmere 

blend jumper

Jumper with a sporty high neck 

with a half-button placket, 

knitted from a supremely soft 

blend of wool and cashmere. 

Contrast-coloured trims add a 

modern, graphic touch.

Style, functionality and North Sails' signature details meet in this cosy jumper. 

Knitted from a supremely soft blend of wool and cashmere, it features a sporty 

high neck with a half-button placket, long sleeves and contrast-coloured trims 

for a modern, graphic touch.

- Wool-cashmere blend with a warm and luxurious texture

- Sporty hight neck and long sleeves make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Contrast-coloured trims add a modern, graphic touch

- Logo tag positioned discreetly on the side

Contrast-

coloured trims

698558
Wool blend 

jumper

Regular-fit jumper fashioned 

from a soft blend of wool and 

cotton. Notice the utility-

inspired chest pocket and the 

small nylon pocket on the 

sleeve.

Knitted from a soft blend of wool and cotton, this regular-fit jumper features a 

classic crew neck, long sleeves and ribbed trims for a snug fit. Notice the utility-

inspired chest pocket and the small nylon pocket on the sleeve that lend the 

relaxed silhouette a perfectly modern finishing touch. The brand's logo patch 

rounds off the look.

- Wool-cotton blend with a warm and cosy texture 

- Nylon chest pocket adds a modern touch

- Zipped sleeve pocket inspired by military bomber jackets

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With a logo 

patch

698559
Half-zip wool 

blend jumper

Regular-fit jumper with a 

sporty high neck and a half-zip 

fastening. Knitted from a soft 

wool-cotton blend, it's 

accented with nylon shoulder 

panels and a matching zipped 

pocket on the sleeve.

Equal parts practical and cool, this jumper features a sporty high neck with a 

half-zip fastening, long sleeves and ribbed trims for a snug fit. Knitted from a 

soft blend of wool and cotton, notice the nylon shoulder panels and a 

matching zipped pocket on the sleeve – inspired by military bomber jackets – 

that lend the look a perfectly modern finishing touch.

- Soft wool-cotton blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Nylon shoulder panels lend the classic silhouette contemporary appeal

- Zipped sleeve pocket inspired by military bomber jackets

- Regular fit, high neck and half-zip fastening

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With a chest 

pocket



698561
Wool blend 

cardigan

Regular-fit cardigan with a 

sporty high neck, a zip 

fastening, long sleeves and 

practical pockets, knitted from 

a soft wool blend and accented 

with a tonal nylon yoke.

Knitted from a soft wool blend, this cardigan features a sporty high neck, a 

practical zip fastening and a nylon yoke for a nautical-inspired, graphic touch. 

The streamlined profile is accented with ribbed trims and the brand's logo 

patch on the sleeve.

- Made from a soft wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- High neck and zip fastening for easy layering

- Tonal nylon yoke adds a functional, nautical-inspired touch

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo tag positioned discreetly on the side

With a nylon 

yoke

698563 Pure wool jumper

Regular-fit jumper with a crew 

neck and long sleeves, knitted 

from pure wool and finished 

with ribbed trims.

An elevated wardrobe staple – this jumper is crafted from pure wool with a 

warm and cosy texture. The versatile silhouette features a classic crew neck, 

long sleeves and ribbed trims for a snug fit. The brand's logo embroidered on 

the chest adds the perfect finishing touch to this practical and fuss-free piece.

- Pure wool with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest

Logo on the 

chest

698564 Zip-up cardigan

Regular-fit cardigan with a high 

neck and a zip fastening, 

knitted from pure wool with a 

warm and cosy texture.

This zip-up cardigan is knitted from pure wool with a warm and cosy texture 

and bordered by comfortable ribbed trims.

- Knitted from pure wool with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with a sporty high neck and practical zip fastening

- Ribbed trims ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

In pure wool

698566
Wool blend 

jumper

Regular-fit jumper with a crew 

neck and long sleeves, knitted 

from a soft wool blend and 

finished with ribbed trims.

A versatile wardrobe staple that will slot seamlessly into countless looks – this 

jumper is knitted from a soft wool blend that's naturally breathable and warm. 

It features a classic crew neck, long sleeves and ribbed trims for a snug fit. The 

brand's logo patch on the sleeve adds the perfect finishing touch to this 

practical and fuss-free wardrobe staple.

- Wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Logo on the 

sleeve

698572 Cotton jumper

Regular-fit jumper in pure 

cotton, featuring a round neck, 

long sleeves and jacquard-

woven logo lettering on the 

chest.

Knitted from pure cotton with a naturally warm and soft texture, this jumper is 

set apart by the jacquard-woven logo lettering on the chest. Intended for a 

regular fit, it features long sleeves, a crew neck and ribbed trims for a snug 

finish. Style yours with chinos or jeans, depending on the occasion.

- Knitted from pure cotton with a naturally warm and soft texture 

- Regular fit and a classic crew neck make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Jacquard-woven logo lettering on the chest adds a statement, graphic touch

Jacquard-

woven logo

698573
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

Cotton-wool blend jumper 

featuring a classic crew neck, a 

fleece yoke and a logo patch 

on the sleeve.

Defined by its diverse mix of textures and inspirations – this jumper is a 

modern must-have. It's knitted from a soft cotton-wool blend and detailed 

with a warm and cosy fleece yoke for a subtle contrast. It features a regular fit, 

a crew neck with classic V-shaped stitching, long sleeves and ribbed trims.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture 

- Contrast-coloured fleece yoke

- Regular fit and a classic crew neck make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Discreet logo patch on the sleeve

With a fleece 

yoke

698574
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

Cotton-wool blend jumper 

featuring a classic crew neck, a 

contrast-coloured fleece yoke 

and a maxi logo printed on the 

chest.

The logomania trend isn't going anywhere – as showcased by this jumper 

proudly printed with the brand's signature motif on the chest. It's knitted from 

a soft cotton-wool blend and detailed with a cosy fleece yoke for a subtle 

contrast. Intended for a regular fit, it features a classic crew neck and long 

sleeves.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture 

- Contrast-coloured fleece yoke

- Regular fit and a classic crew neck make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Maxi logo on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a fleece 

yoke

698575 Zip-up cardigan

Regular-fit cardigan with a high 

neck and a zip fastening, 

knitted from a soft wool blend 

and accented with a contrast-

coloured fleece yoke.

A contemporary update on the versatile wardrobe staple – this zip-up cardigan 

stands out with its statement mix of tones and textures. Knitted from a soft 

wool blend and accented with a contrast-coloured fleece yoke, it features a 

sporty high neck and ribbed trims for added definition and a snug fit.

- Wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Contrast-coloured fleece yoke with a soft texture

- High neck and zip fastening for easy layering

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Wool blend and 

fleece



698595
Cotton-wool 

blend jumper

Cotton-wool blend jumper 

knitted in a striped pattern. It 

features a regular fit, a crew 

neck and a discreet logo patch 

on the sleeve.

North Sails' seasonal take on nautical stripes – this cotton-wool blend jumper 

features a regular fit, a crew neck and an intarsia-knitted striped detail, as well 

as finely ribbed trims for extra cosiness. The North Sails logo patch 

embroidered on the sleeve adds the signature finishing touch.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture 

- Regular fit and a classic crew neck make it an effortless and versatile staple

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Intarsia-knitted striped detail on the sleeve nods to the brand's proud nautical 

heritage

- Signature logo patch on the sleeve

With a logo 

patch


